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Abstract
Advancements in tissue visualization techniques have spurred signi�cant gains in the biomedical
sciences by enabling researchers to integrate their datasets across anatomical scales. Of particular
import are techniques that enable the interpolation of multiple hierarchical scales in samples taken from
the same individuals. This study demonstrates that two-dimensional histology techniques can be
employed on neural tissues following three-dimensional diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced
computed tomography (diceCT) without causing tissue degradation. This represents the �rst step toward
a multiscale pipeline for brain visualization. We studied brains from adolescent male Sprague-Dawley
rats, comparing experimental (diceCT-stained then de-stained) to control (without diceCT) brains to
evaluate neural tissues for immunolabeling integrity, compare somata sizes, and distinguish neurons
from glial cells within the telencephalon and diencephalon. We hypothesized that if experimental and
control samples do not differ signi�cantly in quantitative metrics, brain tissues are robust to the chemical,
temperature, and radiation environments required for these multiple, successive imaging protocols.
Visualizations for experimental brains were �rst captured via micro-computed tomography scanning of
isolated, iodine-infused specimens. Samples were then cleared of iodine, serially sectioned, and prepared
again using immuno�uorescent, �uorescent, and cresyl violet labeling, followed by imaging with confocal
and light microscopy, respectively. Our results show that many neural targets are resilient to diceCT
imaging and compatible with downstream histological staining as part of a low-cost, multiscale brain
imaging pipeline.

1. Introduction
Scienti�c gains in understanding biological organization and complexity are closely associated with
technological and methodological gains in bio-imaging. Visualization tools widely used in biomedical
and clinical imaging, such as light-sheet microscopy (Voie et al. 1993), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI: Jackson and Langham 1968; Lauterbur 1974; Damadian et al. 1976; Henshaw et al. 1977; µMRI:
Smith et al. 1996; Dodd et al. 1999), white matter tractography (diffusion tensor image analysis; Basser et
al. 1994; Jellison et al. 2004), X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT; Houns�eld 1977; Feldkamp et al.
1989; Rüegsegger et al. 1996), and positron emission tomography (Ter-Pogossian et al. 1975; Phelps et
al. 1976; Muehllehner et al. 1976; Hawkins et al. 1992; Jones and Townsend 2017), are continuously
re�ned to allow investigators to improve the visualization of gross anatomical, microscopic, and cellular-
level structure and function of biological tissues. These methodological enhancements have spurred
signi�cant advancement within the biomedical sciences by enabling researchers to integrate datasets
across anatomical scales––from the low-resolution capture of gross structures to the �ne-resolution
capture of subcellular cytoskeletal elements. Synthetic approaches that combine multiple imaging
techniques have the potential to maximize single-specimen data extraction that spans hierarchical,
logarithmic scales of tissue organization.

Here, we evaluate the e�cacy of using diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography
(diceCT; Gignac et al. 2016) as a low-cost foundation for multiscale anatomical imaging integration by
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combining high-resolution cellular and gross anatomical brain-visualization techniques. Although same-
brain, multiscale visualization has been conducted previously by combining MRI with histology (e.g., Ding
et al. 2016), the relatively coarse resolution of most readily-available MRI equipment limits the spatial
accuracy of placing microscopic-scale information from histology into macro- and mesoscopic
anatomical contexts. µMRI can achieve more satisfactory spatial resolutions as high as 25 microns,
potentially overcoming this limitation; however, µMRI scans remain cost-prohibitive, time-consuming, and
are hampered by specimen size limitations (de Crespigny et al. 2008). Nonetheless, µMRI remains a
popular imaging modality because it is non-disruptive to biological macromolecules, including proteins
(Smith et al. 1996). We propose the use of diceCT (Gignac et al. 2016), which is commonly employed in
organismal biology research, as a novel, inexpensive, and high-resolution ex vivo alternative to µMRI.
DiceCT is an X-ray µCT-imaging technique that utilizes iodine (in the form of Lugol's iodine [I2KI] or
alcoholic iodine [I2E]) as a contrast agent to permit three-dimensional (3D) visualization of tissue-level
neuroanatomy at resolutions superior to MRI-based modalities (de Crespigny et al. 2008; Anderson and
Maga 2015; Hughes et al. 2016b; Gignac and Kley 2018). Iodine absorbs X-rays and binds preferentially
to sugars and fatty tissues, making it excellent for nervous system visualization due to its clear
differentiation of myelinated and non-myelinated structures at micron-scale resolution using µCT (Gignac
and Kley 2018).

The application of µCT for studying how the brain is organized has lagged behind its use as a diagnostic
tool in biomedical studies (Sengle et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2015; Karreman et al. 2016; Morales et al.
2016; Shami et al. 2017). However, µCT-scanner technologies and software optimizations are improving
rapidly, allowing increasingly faster scans at micro-and nano-scale resolutions (e.g., Pelc 2015). The swift
evolution of µCT imaging is now being leveraged to document a broad array of tissue types at various
spatial scales, thereby providing a substrate for multi-scale visualization as, or perhaps more, viable than
µMRI. For example, diceCT methods achieve simultaneous visualization of hard and soft tissues, such as
the skull with its brain and cranial nerves intact (Gignac and Kley, 2018). They also include reversible
processing steps, allowing multiscale, fully-registered imaging of the same tissues with more traditional
histological approaches. Multi-tool and correlative imaging, such as that widely used in pathology for the
structural examination of human tissues (McDonald and Hayes 1969; Morales et al. 2016), enables
multiscale co-registration datasets from the same sample. Multiscale imaging via diceCT, therefore, holds
the potential to maximize the amount of neuroanatomical information retrieved from one individual,
which is otherwise practically unattainable using single-scale and destructive approaches (Caplan et al.
2011; Burnett et al. 2014).

Recently, diceCT samples have been used successfully in subsequent thin-section histological protocols.
These studies have followed a variety of methodologies, including harnessing the iodine already present
in the sample from initial contrast-enhancement (Jeffery et al. 2011) or following a dehydration rinse in
ethanol with re-staining using either Giemsa (Herdina et al. 2015), thionin (Hughes et al. 2016a),
hematoxylin and eosin (Chen et al. 2018), Marius yellow, crystal red, methyl blue, and Luxol fast blue
solutions (Heimel et al. 2019). Histological results secondary to diceCT appear to have produced clear
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identi�cation of two-dimensional (2D) muscular, epithelial, connective, and peripheral nervous tissues.
Collectively, these studies illustrate the potential for multiscale diceCT-to-histology tissue-imaging
pipelines. However, no studies have formally tested post-diceCT histology against non-diceCT controls,
nor have any reported successful immunocytochemical and immuno�uorescence tissue staining
following diceCT.

Brain tissue is considered to be incredibly delicate, with neural proteins highly susceptible to degradation
under non-idealized chemical and/or thermal conditions (Gwóźdź et al. 1970; Bowler and Tirri 1974;
Gwóźdź et al. 1978; Millan et al. 1979; Gold et al. 1985) when compared to somatic tissues (Burger and
Fuhrman 1964). Destructive ex vivo conditions may include formalin �xation, weeks in a salt-rich and
aqueous contrast solution (e.g., I2KI), repeated staining with refreshed solutions, storage at room
temperature, exposure to high levels of X-rays, and de-staining with alternating baths of sodium
thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) and deionized water or 70% ethanol—each of which represents a step in diceCT
preparation, imaging, and de-staining protocols (Gignac et al. 2016). The long-term resiliency of nervous
tissues to such conditions has not been quanti�ed. To directly address the susceptibility of neurons and
glial cells to degradation during diceCT preparation and imaging, we compare diceCT treatment and
control neural tissue samples by: 1) evaluating the speci�city and integrity of �uorescence,
immuno�uorescence, and cresyl violet staining methods; 2) analyzing preserved morphologies; and 3)
quantifying neural cells in four regions of interest within the telencephalon and diencephalon. We
hypothesize that, given the proper conditions, brain tissue can remain robust to the chemical,
temperature, and radiation environments required for multiple imaging protocols, and we quantitatively
evaluated this hypothesis by comparing diceCT-histology preparations and histology-only controls. To
help guide future studies, we also document instances in our evaluation of these protocols wherein
deviating from certain steps in the process could preclude successful histological staining. Overall, we
demonstrate that diceCT is non-destructive of neural tissues, and our results support the use of diceCT
imaging in lieu of µMRI as part of a multiscale brain imaging pipeline.

2. Methods

2.1 Brain sampling
Six adolescent (120–150 g body weight) male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Franklin,
MA, USA) were single-housed on a 12/12-hour light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water.
All rats were deeply anesthetized with an Avertin/xylazine cocktail and perfused transcardially with cold
saline solution (0.9% NaCl) followed by cold 4% paraformaldehyde. After perfusion, cervical vertebrae
were removed, followed by postcranial musculature and surrounding connective tissue. Dorsal portions
of the parietal and temporal skull bones were detached, and the entire occipital bone was excised. The
remaining tissues connecting the skull and brain were severed, and all cranial nerves cut at the roots.
Once extracted, brains were placed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution and refrigerated (4º C) for 24 hours,
followed by a 0.1M Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS-30%) with refrigeration (4º C) for 48–96 hours, at
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which full point immersion was observed. Three brain samples were prepared for diceCT imaging,
followed by cresyl violet, �uorescence, and immuno�uorescence staining. Three additional brain samples
were prepared as histological controls.

2.2 DiceCT protocols

2.2.1 Staining
Following 24 hours of �xation and up to 96 hours of sucrose immersion, experimental rat brains (n = 3)
were submerged into a 3% weight-by-volume (w/v) solution of Lugol's iodine (I2KI) for 21 days (at room
temperature), following protocols outlined in Gignac et al. (2016) and Gignac and Kley (2018). In an
aqueous solution, iodine (I2) and potassium iodide (KI) become Triiodide (iodine trimers; I3–) and

potassium ions (K+), and iodine trimers bind differentially to the carbohydrates and lipids present in
neural tissues. All three samples were fully submerged in an iodine solution, placed on an electric rocker,
and protected from light for stain infusion duration. Upon completion, specimens were washed in a
deionized water bath for two hours to remove unbound, excess staining agent from external surfaces,
which further aids in the differentiation of neural tissues during X-ray imaging (Gignac and Kley 2018).
Specimens were then sealed in 50 ml polypropylene centrifuge tubes with polyethylene foam and �lled
with deionized water for CT scanning. Foam and centrifuge tubes were chosen as packing material and
containers, respectively, for their relatively low density compared to iodine-stained tissues. Samples were
fully submerged in water to prevent desiccation during scanning.

2.2.2 µCT scanning
All specimens were µCT scanned on a GE phoenix v|tome|x s240 high-resolution micro-focus CT system
(General Electric, Fair�eld, CT, USA) at the American Museum of Natural History Microscopy and Imaging
Facility (New York, NY, USA). Scan parameters were optimized on a specimen-by-specimen basis, guided
by the scout X-ray image and accompanying histogram. All scan parameters follow the
recommendations of Gignac and Kley (2018). Due to the similarity of each specimen's size, shape, tissue
constituency, and staining, all scans were performed within a narrow range of 110–120 kilovolts, 110–
120 micro-Amperage, 333-millisecond exposure timing, and using six× multi-frame averaging on a
tungsten target with a 0.1 mm copper �lter. All scans were completed in 107 minutes at 20–25
micrometer (µm) resolutions (isometric voxels) to demonstrate equivalency to the highest µMRI
resolutions currently available. After scanning, µCT data were reconstructed on an HP z800 workstation
(Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with VG Studio Max (Volume Graphics GmbH, Heidelberg,
Germany) and exported as TIFF stacks. Stacks were imported into AvizoLite 2020 (Thermo Fisher
Scienti�c Inc., Waltham, MA) for 3D model building based on contrast differences between white and
gray matter structures, as described in Gignac and Kley (2018).

2.2.3 Chemical de-staining
Following X-ray imaging, we used a chemical de-staining process to remove iodine from brain tissues.
Brains were sectioned transversely into anterior and posterior halves (parallel to the planned plane of
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histological section) to increase the surface area available for the de-staining agent's diffusion. Our
team's preliminary efforts identi�ed this bisection of the brains into anterior-posterior halves as a vital
step to ensure complete removal of the triiodide contrast agent. Without this step, subsequent
histological sectioning resulted in shearing, which left the tissues unsuitable for further histological
processing. All specimens were chemically de-stained by submersion in a 1% w/v solution of sodium
thiosulfate on an electric rocker for seven days, followed by three days of a deionized water bath to
remove excess de-staining agent (Gignac et al. 2016). In solution, sodium thiosulfate reacts with
Triiodide, reducing it to iodide (I–) and chemically de-staining soft tissues (Trevorrow and Fashena 1935;
Shakhashiri 1983; Kondo et al. 2001). This protocol was undertaken twice in total. Repetition ensured
that all iodine was chemically unbound from and physically �ushed out of samples before histological
sectioning and re-staining. We recommend visual inspection of tissue slides at the beginning of
histological preparation to con�rm that samples are de-stained and free of any residual brown to orange
coloration.

2.3 Histology preparation
Histological control specimens (n = 3) were treated following protocols previously published (Vazquez-
Sanroman et al., 2017). De-stained (i.e., post-diceCT) and control brains were transferred to a PBS-30%
sucrose solution for one week. In preparation for cryo-sectioning, samples were embedded using
Histoprep frozen tissue embedding medium (Thermo Fisher Scienti�c Inc.) and immersed in liquid
nitrogen for 20 seconds. Consecutive coronal sections, 15 µm in thickness, were obtained using a
cryostat on a − 6°C setup (Ag Protect Leica CM 1860; Leica Camera AG, Wetzlar, Germany) and stored in
an antifreeze solution (30% ethylene glycol, 25% glycerol, 30% sucrose in PBS) at − 20°C. Histoprep and
liquid nitrogen immersion were critical for optimizing tissue sectioning protocol. Besides, sections thicker
than 15 µm tended to disintegrate upon handling, which left them unreliable for staining.

Areas from the telencephalon and diencephalon were pre-selected for histological analyses based on
expected clear anatomical boundaries and identi�able neuronal or glial cell populations. We probed a
variety of brain regions to select cell-type-speci�c markers that distinguish neurons and glial cells. We
also tested for differences between control and post-diceCT preparations to determine if diceCT interferes
with immuno�uorescence, �uorescence, and standard histological stains commonly used to identify
neural phenotypes. We used �ve stains: three immuno�uorescent labels (anti-parvalbumin [PRV], anti-
glial �brillary antigen protein [GFAP], and anti-DARPP-32), one �uorescent label for DNA (4’,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole [DAPI]), as well as a cresyl violet stain for RNA. These were applied as relevant to the medial
prefrontal cortex (PRV, DAPI, cresyl violet), mammillary nucleus (GFAP, DAPI), the dentate gyrus of the
hippocampus (PRV, DAPI, cresyl violet), and the substantia nigra pars reticulata (anti-DARPP-32, DAPI).
These targeted antibodies allowed us to characterize phenotypes for cell membrane proteins,
intermediate �laments, nucleic acids, and dopamine-cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein. See Table 1 for a
summary of histological preparations.

2.3.1 Fluorescent staining
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In order to qualitatively and quantitatively examine overall cellular morphologies and to ensure the
viability of tissues for antibody reactivity, tissue sections containing portions of the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), mammillary nucleus (MM), the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (DG), and substantia
nigra pars reticulata (SNr) from all experimental and control specimens were prepared for
immuno�uorescent staining. Free-�oating sections were rinsed seven times for 15 minutes each at room
temperature with Triton X-100:1× Tris-PBS (Tris-HCl 10 mM, sodium phosphate buffer 10 mM, 0.9% NaCl,
pH 7.4) and incubated at 4º C with the following primary antibodies: (1) mouse monoclonal anti-
parvalbumin (PRV) antibody (no. 235, Swant Inc., Marly, Switzerland), diluted 1:1000; (2) mouse
monoclonal anti-glial �brillary antigen protein (GFAP) (no. 3670, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA,
USA), diluted 1:500; or (3) goat polyclonal anti-DARPP-32 (no. sc-271111, Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Dallas, TX, USA), diluted 1:200. Incubations were at 4° C for 24 hours in PBS 0.1M Triton X-100
containing 3% donkey serum (no. sc-2044, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). After rinsing, tissue was protected
from light during a two-hour incubation at room temperature with one of the following secondary
antibodies with conjugated �uorochromes: (1) Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-mouse (no. A32766 Thermo
Fisher Scienti�c) diluted 1:500; or (2) Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-goat (no. 705-545-147 Jackson Labs,
Bar Harbor, ME, USA), diluted 1:500; followed by 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining for one
minute (no. sc-3598, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Once the �uorescence reaction occurred, sections were
mounted using Mowiol 4–88 reagent (475904-100GM, MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA).

2.3.2 Cresyl violet staining
To test the viability of tissues and cellular morphologies for non-�uorescent labeling, cresyl violet staining
was performed using the mPFC and DG sections. The number of cells was quantitively analyzed from
DG-containing sections. Free-�oating slices [inferred Bregma coordinates: DG: (− 5.3 mm); mPFC: (3.20
mm); Paxinos and Watson, 2003] were rinsed and then mounted on gelatin-coated slides. Sections were
stained for eight minutes in 0.1% cresyl violet (no. 190-M, Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA),
followed by two rinses of distilled water for 30 seconds each. Sections were subsequently dehydrated in
ascending ethanol concentrations (50–100%; one minute each) and cleared in two xylene changes.
Slides were then covered with the DPX mounting medium (no. 06522; Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) and imaged at
×4, ×10, ×20, and ×100 magni�cations.

2.4 Densitometry measurements and cellular metrics
All �uorescent-labeled sections for each region of interest (mPFC, MM, DG, SNr) were examined using
confocal microscopy (Nikon C1 Digital Eclipse Modular Confocal Microscope System; Nikon Corp., Tokyo,
Japan). Confocal images were taken in single XY planes at a resolution of 1024 × 1024 and 100 Hz
speed. Laser intensity, gain, and offset were maintained constant for each image acquisition.
Quantitative evaluations were made using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,
USA). For the densitometry analysis (GFAP �uorescence), images were transformed from RGB into binary
(black and white) to de�ne objects and backgrounds. ImageJ plugins for noise reduction and background
subtraction were applied across all images for each condition. GABAergic neurons visualized in the post-
diceCT and control tissues were con�rmed by the positive staining of PRV. Immunoreactivity was
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abundant in somata, axons, terminals, and cells with the general appearance of those reported by earlier
investigations, including perfused-�xed brains (Alonso et al., 1990). Parvalbumin-immunoreactive somata
displayed varying morphologies and sizes. All immunoreactivity analyses were determined by measuring
densitometry in 40,000 µm2 regions of interest. Results were expressed as region-speci�c mean values
and standard errors of the mean (SEM). Densitometry measurements were statistically compared using
one-way ANOVAs. Quantitative evaluations of cellular morphologies were made using ImageJ software.
Region-speci�c cell sizes and nuclei counts between control and post-diceCT groups were expressed as
mean values with SEM and compared using one-way ANOVAs. Student's t-tests were employed to
compare somata diameters between tissue treatments. In all statistical tests, experimental samples were
compared to controls with the signi�cance set to 𝛼 < 0.05. All statistical comparisons were conducted
using the STATISTICA 7 software package (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

2.4.1 Medial prefrontal cortex: Parvalbumin, DAPI, and
cresyl violet staining
For mPFC-containing tissue sections, we quanti�ed PRV and DAPI reactivity and compared treatments
using a one-way ANOVA. Parvalbumin immunoreactive neurons in the mPFC have an identi�able
structure and are well recognized as GABAergic interneurons. Therefore, they represent an excellent target
phenotype to study changes in cellular morphologies. We considered PRV-GABAergic neurons to be those
cells that expressed PRV in the soma and axonal projections (Alonso et al., 1990). Additionally, we
estimated the number of nuclei positively stained by DAPI and assessed somatic diameter, also for one-
way ANOVA. Cresyl violet was performed and compared qualitatively between post-diceCT and non-
diceCT samples and with cresyl violet-stained sections from the DG.

2.4.2 Mammillary nucleus: DAPI and glial �brillary acidic
protein
We stained MM sections with DAPI and also labeled the sections using a GFAP antibody. We quanti�ed
the GFAP-immunoreactivity of astrocytes and compared their numbers by treatment using a one-way
ANOVA and compared cell-sizes using a student's t-test.

2.4.3 Dentate gyrus: Cresyl violet and parvalbumin staining
For DG-containing tissue sections, cresyl violet was performed and qualitatively compared between post-
diceCT and non-diceCT samples from the DG and the mPFC. Nuclei counts were also drawn from cresyl
violet-stained samples and compared using one-way ANOVA. Somata sizes for PRV-positive neurons
between treatments were analyzed using a student's t-test.

2.4.4 Substantia nigra: DARPP-32
For SNr sections, we quanti�ed DARPP-32 immunoreactivity for one-way ANOVA to determine whether
diceCT conditions affect intracellular messengers' quality and speci�city coupled to speci�c receptors for
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the phosphoprotein DARPP-32, which is typically high for the SNr (Hemmings and Greengard 1986). Also,
we contrasted cell sizes for DARPP-32-immunoreactive neurons in the SNr using a student's t-test.

2.5 Digital reconstruction
Each diceCT brain was digitally rendered into 3D, using Avizo software running on a Mac Pro computer
(Apple Inc.; Cupertino, CA, USA). The slice tool was used to move through the 3D volume in planar
sections to match 2D histology images with 3D diceCT anatomy. Digital images of the histology sections
were virtually placed into anatomical position with their complementary diceCT volume by matching
homologous neuroanatomical features. Anatomical relationships were veri�ed against rat-brain atlases
(Paxinos and Watson 2003; Swanson 2018).

3. Results

3.1 DiceCT imaging
DiceCT revealed that soft-tissue traits, even delicate myelinated structures (Gignac and Kley, 2018), could
be effectively imaged and visualized (Fig. 1). Clear visualization of tissue-level structures relied on several
steps to ensure imaging noise was minimized, including a post-staining wash in deionized water,
moderate X-ray exposure timing during CT scanning, and several-fold multi-frame image averaging in
captured X-ray image processing.

3.2 Histological phenotypes

3.2.1 Medial prefrontal cortex: Parvalbumin, DAPI, and
cresyl violet staining
Parvalbumin immunoreactivity in mPFC neurons was within previously reported ranges (e.g., Vazquez-
Sanroman et al., 2017). Cells showed a morphologically heterogeneous subpopulation of non-pyramidal
interneurons with PRV-positive axons and pericellular basket-like morphologies that enveloped the
perikarya of nearby cell bodies (Fig. 2A, B). DiceCT staining did not alter the number of PRV-positive
neurons in comparison to control brain tissue (one-way ANOVA; F1,10 = 8.36, p = 0.89) (Fig. 2E,F). As an
additional histological control, DAPI staining was used to determine the number of nuclei and assess
gross cell morphology (Fig. 2A, B). The diceCT pipeline did not modify the appearance of cells stained
with DAPI, nor surface immunostaining intensity (one-way ANOVA; F1,10 = 5.26, p = 0.96). Somata
diameters in PRV-DAPI-positive cells were similar between post-diceCT and control brain tissues (t = 0.44
(F1,14), p = 0.24) (Fig. 2G). Bright�eld light microscopy of cresyl violet-treated post-diceCT sections was
su�cient to reveal cytoarchitectural landmarks (Figs. 1D, 2C). Post-diceCT cresyl violet staining quality in
the mPFC was comparable to that of the post-diceCT cresyl violet-stained DG treatments (see below).
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3.2.2 Mammillary nucleus: DAPI and glial �brillary acidic
protein
Qualitatively, diceCT preparation, imaging, and de-staining did not modify the appearance of cells stained
with DAPI. The distribution of GFAP immunoreactive elements in controls was consistent with previous
reports (Rahati et al., 2016; Vazquez-Sanroman et al., 2017). Intensely stained, evenly distributed
astrocytes with full dendritic body labeling characterized both post-diceCT and control tissues. However,
surface densitometry of cell body and astrocyte projections revealed that diceCT-treated brain tissue
decreased GFAP levels compared to controls (one-way ANOVA; F1,8 = 6.33, p < 0.01) (Fig. 3A–C).

3.2.3 Dentate gyrus: cresyl violet and parvalbumin staining
Bright�eld light microscopy of cresyl violet-treated experimental sections revealed su�ciently robust
staining to delimit speci�c brain regions and other cytoarchitectural landmarks in the DG. This result
indicates both the successful removal of iodine and the cresyl violet dye's in�ltration into the cell bodies
of the treatment tissues (Fig. 4A). Cresyl violet-stained cells from post-diceCT treatments were not
structurally different as compared to those from control brains. Likewise, cresyl violet staining
subsequent to diceCT staining, imaging, and de-staining procedures did not alter cell nuclei counts (one-
way ANOVA; F1,10 = 18.22, p = 0.66). Experimental tissues, therefore, showed preserved cell morphology,
neuronal density, and tissue integrity at high-power magni�cation (Fig. 4A). In addition, the appearance of
PRV immunoreactivity was visible in post-diceCT and control brain tissues (Fig. 4C), and neuronal
somata diameters for experimental treatments did not differ from those of the controls (t = 1.24 (F1,10), p 
= 0.92) (Fig. 4C,D).

3.2.4 Substantia nigra: DARPP-32
We found consistent DARPP-32 expression in post-diceCT and control brains (Fig. 5B). We observed
strong staining in cell bodies and projections of dopaminergic neurons within the SNr (Fig. 5B). DARPP-
32 co-localization with DAPI demonstrated nuclear staining in both tissue treatments. We found no
signi�cant difference in somata diameters between experimental and control brain tissues (t = 0.84
(F1,14), p = 0.41) (Fig. 5C)

4. Discussion
X-ray imaging of non-mineralized soft tissues is a signi�cant challenge for neuroanatomical studies,
causing the brain to be intrinsically di�cult to document through such means. Contrast agents, like
iodine, potentially address this issue by enabling the visualization of soft neuroanatomical features at
high resolutions (Wong et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2014; Gignac et al. 2016; Parlanti et al., 2017;
Naumann and Olsson 2018). However, neural tissues' resilience to multi-faceted imaging pipelines has
not previously been quanti�ed nor tested explicitly. We developed a µCT-based imaging work�ow that
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validates neural proteins' durability, neuro�laments, neurotransmitters, and nucleic acids after iodine
staining. Our results indicated that a broad array of neural phenotypes were preserved following the
iodine stain, imaging, and de-stain process.

Further, we superimposed neuroanatomical datasets to visualize structural diversity for the same
individual, successfully demonstrating that brain tissues' suitability for a multimodal visualization
pipeline is an important animal model (Fig. 1). DiceCT, therefore, can be used as a readily available, low-
cost alternative to µMRI for combined cellular and gross-level imaging modalities in organismal and
biomedical neuroscience applications. Below we discuss the implications of our �ndings, factors that
may in�uence work�ow products, and the potential that multiscale, same-sample approaches hold for
advancing neuroanatomical research.

4.1 Effects of diceCT on histology
Our approach allowed us to survey tissue integrity, which was maintained throughout the work�ow's
diceCT and histology steps. DiceCT samples undergo formalin �xation, thermal shifts between
refrigerated (4º C), room (25º C), and CT-scanner cabinet (> 25º C) temperatures, weeks in iodine stain
without refrigeration, exposure to high-powered X-rays, and de-staining using alternating baths of sodium
thiosulfate and deionized water (Gignac et al. 2016). Exposure to and changes between these
environments hold the potential to stress and damage brain tissue beyond its capacity to maintain
reactivity to histological stains. Instead, we found that numerous cellular targets remained robust to
additional histological stains after implementing diceCT protocols. Tissue sectioning and targetability for
immunohistochemistry with �uorescence, �uorescent labeling, and standard acetate-based cytological
staining were maintained after diceCT treatment. This was evidenced by visual and quantitative
con�rmation of su�cient histological labeling following de-staining with sodium thiosulfate. Anti-
parvalbumin targets calcium-binding proteins and GABAergic neurons, anti-DARPP-32, which targets D1
dopamine receptors, DAPI, which targets nucleic acids; and cresyl violet, which targets RNA, all showed
high histological �delity in experimental and control tissues. The histological staining agents' binding
without color pollution from residual iodine illustrates that iodine was adequately removed from brain
tissues by the de-staining protocol. The reversibility of diceCT staining is an essential potential
differentiator when considering multimodal contrast-enhanced imaging methods (see the survey of
contrast agents in Gignac et al. 2016) and a key factor that enables the integrated imaging pipeline
presented here. We found it highly valuable to bisect the brains for de-staining, parallel to the plane for
histological sectioning, because this provided an additional surface area for sodium thiosulfate and
deionized water to diffuse, improving the e�ciency of de-staining. By anticipating the plane of the
histological section, we minimized unnecessary physical damage to the samples. We recommend similar
approaches by other workers undertaking diceCT-histology imaging projects.

Our results show a straightforward pattern of histological robusticity of rodent brain tissues and cellular
structures after diceCT. However, we also found that GFAP intensity deviated from the staining mentioned
above outcomes. Anti-GFAP densitometry comparisons quanti�ed differences in stain expression during
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astrocyte staining, and astrocyte intensities illustrated that experimental brains showed signi�cantly
reduced targetability of GFAP (Table 1). Glial �brillary antigen protein expression is modulated in part by
lipopolysaccharides (Kang et al. 2019), which are upregulated during astrocyte proliferation. The a�nity
of Triiodide for lipids and carbohydrates may contribute to a triiodide-lipopolysaccharide binding that
depolymerizes GFAP. Consuming GFAP by this process would reduce available targets for anti-GFAP, also
reducing immunostaining intensity. Notably, this phenomenon is likely more pronounced during
adolescence, when astrocytogenesis is high (Leal et al. 1997; Akdemir et al. 2020), which characterizes
our sample. Thus, the GFAP intensity reduction documented here following diceCT staining may be less
pronounced for adult brains. Further evaluation of post-diceCT histology that targets positively charged
macromolecules is undoubtedly warranted. Regardless of the mechanism, reduced anti-GFAP values
remained su�cient, even in our adolescent sample, for use as a "phenotyping" marker to distinguish cells
as belonging to glial versus neuronal populations (Table 1; Fig. 3).

The combination of unaffected anti-parvalbumin, anti-DARPP-32, DAPI, and cresyl violet labeling
alongside reduced anti-GFAP labeling leads to a broad and preliminary guideline: cellular targets that are
eosinophilic appear more likely to be robust to the diceCT staining and de-staining protocols. Eosinophilic
neural proteins, dopamine receptors, and nucleic acids, including those we targeted histologically, have
net negative charges (i.e., low isoelectric points; Haiech et al. 1979; Hemmings et al. 1984; Lipfert et al.
2014; O'Dowd et al. 2014). This suggests that they repel the negatively charged Triiodide (I3-) molecules
used in diceCT staining. Therefore, Triiodide may fail to bind these substrates, likely contributing to their
preservation for multimodal staining pipelines using diceCT. This suggests that histology, especially
immunohistochemistry, following diceCT should target substrates that are basic, have low isoelectric
points, or are eosinophilic to produce the best quality results.

We found comparable somata diameter measurements between control and experimental tissues,
identifying no signi�cant differences in neuronal size in the mPFC, DG, and SNr. This �nding indicates
that soft-tissue distortions, such as volumetric shrinkage, may occur due to iodine staining (Vickerton et
al. 2013; Gignac et al., 2016) not appear to impact neuron size, at least after de-staining and histological
preparation. Likewise, comparable amounts of mPFC-labeled cells between control and experimental
brains indicate that the addition of diceCT to brain-histology protocols does not impact cell densities.
This suggests that any osmotic water loss due to the staining agent's high-salt content during the diceCT
phase of the pipeline can be reconstituted during the de-staining process by employing deionized water
baths. Thus, the diceCT imaging pipeline we articulate here does not demonstrably alter brain tissue
samples' cellular con�guration. Taken together, we anticipate that combining diceCT with histological
analyses holds enormous promise as a powerful tool for documenting neuroanatomy across spatial
scales and in 3D.

4.2 Considerations for the preservation of nervous tissues
Nervous tissues must be rapidly �xed with an appropriate concentration and duration of formaldehyde to
conduct histological preparations of the brain (Fox et al. 1985; Hughes et al. 2016b). Consequently, not all
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approaches to preserving samples will be compatible with our pipeline, and brain preservation methods
should be referenced before imaging attempts. For example, although suitable diceCT images of the
brain have been achieved from ethanol-�xed specimens (e.g., Prötzel et al. 2018), formaldehyde �xation
of nervous tissues is considered to be optimal for many steps of histology after diceCT. These include
tissue sectioning, immunohistochemical staining, and other cell-based stains (Berod et al. 1981). To
ensure that the most neuroanatomical data can be gleaned from a single sample, researchers should
consider what type of �xative and method of specimen preservation is required to enable continued use
of the tissue during downstream investigations. For example, earlier histology efforts by AMK using post-
diceCT rat brain samples did not exhibit reactivity when subjected to a wide variety of staining
techniques, including immunohistochemistry and cytological-based stains. These prior results were
primarily attributed to excessive sample storage post-de-staining in formaldehyde. Therefore, we strongly
recommend avoiding over-�xation in order to achieve the best results. Finally, our study's potential
limitation is that brain tissues can be distorted from shrinkage due to �xation and over-straining (Gignac
and Kley 2018). There are physical methods and mathematical approaches to address these issues
(Weisbecker 2012; Taylor et al. 2020); however, some may be incompatible with the multimodal pipeline
described here.

5. Conclusions
To our knowledge, we are the �rst to demonstrate that strong cytoplasmic labeling of neurons with cresyl
violet staining and immuno�uorescence after diceCT brain imaging is preserved. The multiscale
examination of precious biological samples enables an advantageous alternative to single-modality
pipelines. Multiscale, same-sample approaches provide greater detail for anatomical regions than is
possible by using one instrument or method alone. Beyond the conglomerate of staining techniques
described here, we also suggest exploring additional essential cellular markers (e.g., tyrosine hydroxylase,
choline acetyltransferase) and transcription factors (e.g., c-Fos) following diceCT, may provide fruitful
additions to integrated brain-imaging pipelines. We further recommend µCT scanning specimens before
any contrast enhancement to capture skeletal morphology, such as the braincase or whole skull. These
more traditional µCT datasets can be combined with whole-brain diceCT and region-of-interest histology
to study structural anatomy across orders of magnitude in spatial scale that achieves ample coverage of
external morphology and internal anatomy—resulting in a cell-to-skull hierarchy of data. Whether
harnessed for model organisms (Cole 1944; Preuss 2000; Keifer and Summers 2016; Khan et al. 2018),
translational research (Bonnier et al. 2014; Vazquez-Sanroman et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2019), or
comparative neuroanatomical studies (Yartsev 2017), pipelines such as these hold great promise for
unlocking data that can be unintentionally trapped by single-method preparations, especially those that
do not adequately preserve deep internal soft tissues, such as the brain. To unlock general principles of
nervous system organization across the tree of life (Butler and Hodos 2005; Manger et al. 2008; Carlson
2012; Striedter et al. 2014; Brenowitz and Zakon 2015; Russell et al. 2017), highly integrative approaches,
as we have demonstrated here, are essential (Schwenk et al. 2009; Dowling et al. 2010; Vogelstein et al.
2014).
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Table
Table 1. Significance values for ANOVA and t-tests of control and post-diceCT samples stained using anti-Parvalbumin, anti-GFAP,

DAPI, anti-DARPP-32, and cresyl violet with target neural phenotype indicated. Significance (𝛼 < 0.05; indicated by asterisk) was

identified for anti-GFAP densitometry measurements only. Somata diameters, cell counts, and other fluorescent intensity

comparisons were not significantly different. 

Histological Prep Neural Phenotype Significance

anti-Parvalbumin GABAergic interneurons mPFC: p = 0.89 ; DG: p = 0.92

anti-GFAP Glial cell intermediate filament proteins MM: p < 0.01*

DAPI Nucleic acids mPFC: p = 0.96

anti-DARPP-32 Phosphoprotein in D1 receptor neurons SNr: p = 0.41

cresyl violet RNA DG: p = 0.66

 

Figures
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Figure 1

2D images of an adolescent rat brain imaged using diceCT in (A) parasagittal, (B, E) coronal, and (C)
transverse views alongside a (D) 3D projection that has been digitally dissected to show the mPFC and
DG. In (D), 2D cresyl violet histological images from the mPFC and DG overlay their positions in the 3D
model to illustrate the integration of multiscale bio-imaging approaches. Neuroanatomical comparison
(E) of diceCT (left) and cresyl violet histology (right) with regions of interest labeled. Cresyl violet image
downloaded from BrainMaps.org (Mikula et al., 2007). Abbreviations: BST, bed nuclei of stria terminalis
[Johnston]; fx, column of the fornix; GPe, globus pallidus; LHA, lateral hypothalamic area; LPO, lateral
preoptic area; MPN, medial preoptic nucleus; PVH, paraventricular nucleus hypothalamus; PVT,
paraventricular nucleus thalamus; SI, substantia innominate [Reil, Reichert]; sm, stria medullaris; and V3h,
third ventricle. Nomenclature following Swanson, 2018
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Figure 2

(A, B) Immunostained and (C) cresyl violet stained mPFC (scale bar is 20 μm). PRV
immunoreactivity(green), DAPI labeling (blue), and their co-visualization (merge) in mPFC from (A) post-
diceCT and (B) control subjects; (D) sampled mPFC areas (red) [Paxinos and Watson, 2003]. (E) Mean
(±SEM) number of PRV immunoreactive cells for post-diceCT and control mPFC per mm2. (F) Mean
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(±SEM) number of DAPI-positive cells for post-diceCT and control mPFC per mm2. (G) Mean (±SEM) cell
diameter of DAPI-positive cells for post-diceCT and control mPFC.

Figure 3

GFAP-immunoreactive (green) and DAPI-positive (blue) cells in (A) post-diceCT and (B) and control MM.
Scale bar is 20 μm. (C) Mean (±SEM) attenuation units (a.u.) of GFAP-positive cells for post-diceCT and
control MM; (D) sampled MM area (red) [Paxinos and Watson, 2003].
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Figure 4

(A) cresyl violet-stained DG, insets mark regions magni�ed (4–100x; scale bars: 600, 250, 60, 25 μm) in
successive panels from left to right. (B) Sampled DG area (red) [Paxinos and Watson, 2003]. (C) PRV
immunoreactivity (green) and DAPI-positive (blue) cells in post-diceCT and control DG. (D) Mean (±SEM)
cell diameter of DAPI-positive cells for post-diceCT and control DG.

Figure 5

(A) Sampled area a SNr (red) [Paxinos and Watson, 2003]; (B) DARPP-32-immunoreactive (green) and
DAPI-positive (blue) cells in post-diceCT and control SN. (C) Mean (±SEM) cell diameter of DAPI-positive
cells for post-diceCT and control SNr.


